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Esperanza TK109 TITANUM Computer Set Keyboard + Mouse

Esperanza TK109 TITANUM 2-in-1 gaming set Keyboard + mouse
Take your gaming to a new level with the 2-in-1 Esperanza TK109 TITANUM gaming set! In the set you will find a wireless keyboard and
mouse,  which  will  not  only  provide  you  with  unparalleled  comfort  during  games,  but  also  excellent  precision  and  performance.  With
2.4GHz technology and a range of up to 10 meters, you can move freely on the surface of your desk without worrying about signal loss or
delayed reactions.
 
Precise control
Equipped with a high-quality optical sensor with a resolution of 1600 DPI, the mouse will give you precise control over your every move,
allowing you to gain an advantage over your opponents. The quiet scroll wheel allows you to smoothly scroll through pages without any
unnecessary noise, and the ergonomic design guarantees comfortable handling even during long gaming sessions.
 
Built for intense gameplay
Equipped with 12 multimedia function keys, the keyboard will give you quick access to key functions during gameplay, allowing you to
achieve  full  control  over  the  game.  The  letters  and  symbols,  printed  using  the  latest  UV  technology,  are  highly  resistant  to  abrasion,
guaranteeing long-lasting legibility, even under heavy use.
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ManufacturerEsperanzaModelTK109ColorBlackConnectionWireless  (2.4  GHz)RangeUp  to  10  mDPI1600Number  of  mouse  buttons3Power
supply  of  the  mouseAAA battery  x2  (not  included)Keyboard  dimensions445  x  163  x  25  mmKeyboard  power  supplyAA  battery  x1  (not
included)Compatible operating systemsWindows XP/Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10/MAC OS 8.6 or higher

Preço:

€ 12.00

Jogos, Combos
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